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UX Fundamentals for Non-UX Professionals: User Experience Principles for Managers, Writers, Designers, and DevelopersApress, 2018

	
		
			What can a WWII-era tank teach us about design? What does a small, blue flower tell us about audiences? What do drunk, French marathon-runners show us about software? In 40+ chapters and stories, you will learn the ways in which UX has influenced history and vice versa, and how it continues to change our daily lives. ...
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Linux: Linux Command Lines and Shell ScriptingIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	When you search for a book on Linux programming, you are aiming to get the best deal. In a technological world that is progressing quickly, you need to understand Linux. The question is whether you can carve out enough time to read lengthy books on Linux that are filled to the brim with a lot of unnecessary details and jargon and take a...
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USB Mass Storage: Designing and Programming Devices and Embedded HostsLakeview Research, 2006
A mass-storage device can provide access to data for just about any purpose. Every time you load an application or save a file on a PC, you’re using a mass-storage device. A computer’s hard drive is a mass-storage device, as are flash, CD, and DVD drives. Devices with dedicated functions—data loggers, robots, and other embedded...
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PIC Microcontroller: An Introduction to Software & Hardware InterfacingCengage Learning, 2004

	This book presents a thorough introduction to the Microchip PIC microcontroller family, including all of the PIC programming and interfacing for all the peripheral functions. A step-by-step approach to PIC assembly language programming is presented, with tutorials that demonstrate how to use such inherent development tools such as the...
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Hands-On Transfer Learning with Python: Implement advanced deep learning and neural network models using TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Deep learning simplified by taking supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning to the next level using the Python ecosystem

	
		Key Features

		
			Build deep learning models with transfer learning principles in Python
	
			implement transfer learning to solve real-world research...
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MCSA/MCSE 2003 JumpStartSybex, 2003
This unique book provides aspiring Microsoft professionals with a solid foundation in computer, networking, and operating systems fundamentals before embarking on a comprehensive MCSA or MCSE study program.




MCSA/MCSE 2003 JumpStart: Computer and Network Basics gives you the solid grounding you need to approach...
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UNIX to Linux(R) Porting : A Comprehensive Reference (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development)Prentice Hall, 2006

Port Your UNIX® Applications to Linux®–Quickly, Efficiently, and Reliably


Increasingly, developers, architects, and project managers face the challenge of porting their C, C++, and Java applications from UNIX® to Linux® environments. Now,...
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VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical DeepdiveCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	** Black & White edition ** VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical Deepdive zooms in on three key components of every VMware based infrastructure and is by no means a "how to" guide. It covers the basic steps needed to create a vSphere HA and vSphere DRS cluster and to implement vSphere Storage DRS. Even more important, it...
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Business Intelligence in Microsoft SharePoint 2010Microsoft Press, 2011

	Whether you are a SQL Server business intelligence (BI) developer or a SharePoint Administrator,
	this book shows you how Microsoft is delivering on its commitment to provide useful, usable BI to
	its customers. It provides a quick dive into new Microsoft SharePoint 2010 BI features and offerings
	as well as new SQL Server BI...
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Expert Oracle Database ArchitectureApress, 2014

	Now in its third edition, this best-selling book continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom Kyte and Darl Kuhn share a simple philosophy: "you can treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into it, or you can...
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Time Series Analysis and Its Applications: With R Examples (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2010

	
		Time Series Analysis and Its Applications presents a balanced and comprehensive treatment of both time and frequency domain methods with accompanying theory. Numerous examples using nontrivial data illustrate solutions to problems such as discovering natural and anthropogenic climate change, evaluating pain perception...
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Essential Linux Device Drivers (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2008
“Probably the most wide ranging and complete Linux device driver book I’ve read.”
--Alan Cox, Linux Guru and Key Kernel Developer

 

“Very comprehensive and detailed, covering almost every single Linux device driver type.”

...
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